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HDNet Schedule for Mon. December 19, 2011 to Sun. December 25, 2011

Monday December 19, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Visions of England
In the South, highlight include Cheddar Gorge; Southampton, where the Titanic and May-
flower journeys began; and the chalk figures that can only be truly appreciated from an aerial 
vantage point.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Don Juan is Hell - Sam feels flattered when Diane asks to use him as the subject for her 
psychology term paper on the “Don Juan Syndrome,” but he soon feels like a freak when her 
professor and classmates come to study him in person.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Triangle - Frasier has not been the same since Diane dumped him in Europe, so she and 
Sam unite to help him get him back on his feet and gain the confidence he needs to return 
to psychology.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Vengeance - Clark discovers that the new reporter at The Daily Planet, a bespectacled, 
bumbling woman named Maya is actually a masked avenger who fights crime at night.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Tomb - The spirit of a young girl is released after Lois finds a corpse in the walls of the Talon. 
Clark and Lois must follow the trail of the spirit and find her killer, who has been preying on 
girls in Smallville for the past 10 years.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Promises - Aboard the USS Hartung, Seaman Andrea Granato works hard polishing a brass 
bell. She has been working on it for a long time, and is growing tired. Petty Officer Delmer 
Rowe approaches her and tells her to swab the deck when she is done. Fed up, Granato 
refuses to do any more dirty work and quits the Navy.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Drop Zone - Aboard an Air Force C-130, Chief Petty Officer Walter Bracken, tells five young 
military rookies to prepare for their first parachute jump. In the cockpit, the pilots realize that 
they are too close to the ground for such a jump. However, Bracken does not see this and 
orders the rookies out of the plane. The rookies obey their orders and jump, two of them 
landing in the vast waters of the ocean and almost drowned.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Visions of England

In the South, highlight include Cheddar Gorge; Southampton, where the Titanic and May-
flower journeys began; and the chalk figures that can only be truly appreciated from an aerial 
vantage point.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Matchbox Twenty

Truly a staple of modern rock, Matchbox Twenty has mastered the art of entertaining. Lead 
vocalist Rob Thomas commands the audience as he belts out soulful renditions of their 
catchy, relatable and often poignant classics, while the band provides a catchy pop rock 
backdrop.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
John Fogerty Part One

Best known as the lead singer/songwriter and guitarist for Creedence Clearwater Revival, 
rock legend and Grammy winner John Fogerty has made a phenomenal contribution to 
American music for decades including fan favorites like “Bad Moon Rising,” “Born on the 
Bayou,” and “Proud Mary.”

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

La Isla, Cancun - The Get Out! girls take to an amphibious vehicle for a wild land and water 
tour, then hit the clubs. Amy Lynn has a sultry revealing shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

Maximum Fighting Championship - Breaking Point - Douglas “The Phenom” Lima meets 
Jesse Juarez for the MFC Welterweight Title in the main event. Plus, Ryan “The Real Deal” 
Ford takes on Pete “The Secret Weapon” Spratt in a rematch of their controversial 2008 bout.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Under and Out - As Michael finalizes plans for the tunnel escape, his fellow plotters begin to 
turn on him; and when Sofia is threatened, Whistler contemplates a betrayal.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Promises - Aboard the USS Hartung, Seaman Andrea Granato works hard polishing a brass 
bell. She has been working on it for a long time, and is growing tired. Petty Officer Delmer 
Rowe approaches her and tells her to swab the deck when she is done. Fed up, Granato 
refuses to do any more dirty work and quits the Navy.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Drop Zone - Aboard an Air Force C-130, Chief Petty Officer Walter Bracken, tells five young 
military rookies to prepare for their first parachute jump. In the cockpit, the pilots realize that 
they are too close to the ground for such a jump. However, Bracken does not see this and 
orders the rookies out of the plane. The rookies obey their orders and jump, two of them 
landing in the vast waters of the ocean and almost drowned.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Inside MMA
UFC heavyweight Alistair Overeem previews his upcoming UFC 141 fight against Brock 
Lesnar. Plus, 2011 NCAA wrestling champion Anthony Robles discusses his success, despite 
being born with only one leg, with Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Also on the panel, UFC heavy-
weight Cheick Kongo and world renowned trainer Greg Jackson. Ron Kruck’s medical report 
on a brain injury study in Nevada.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

The Super
I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Movie Night
Stealth - Three Navy pilots must fight to bring a computer with artificial intelligence under 
control before the machine initiates the next world war. Starring Josh Lucas, Jessica Biel, and 
Jamie Foxx. Directed by Rob Cohen. (2005 - PG-13)

12:10 AM ET / 9:10 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.
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12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC heavyweight Alistair Overeem previews his upcoming UFC 141 fight against Brock 
Lesnar. Plus, 2011 NCAA wrestling champion Anthony Robles discusses his success, despite 
being born with only one leg, with Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Also on the panel, UFC heavy-
weight Cheick Kongo and world renowned trainer Greg Jackson. Ron Kruck’s medical report 
on a brain injury study in Nevada.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Movie Night

Stealth - Three Navy pilots must fight to bring a computer with artificial intelligence under 
control before the machine initiates the next world war. Starring Josh Lucas, Jessica Biel, and 
Jamie Foxx. Directed by Rob Cohen. (2005 - PG-13)

4:45 AM ET / 1:45 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Wild Side: Calgary & Cancun - Calgary is the location for this episode’s mayhem as Art Mann 
takes you on a behind the scenes tour of the hottest clubs this stampede town has to offer. 
The Calgary School Bus Pub Crawl is not for the faint of heart! Then we’ll head across our 
southern border for some Cancun craziness while enjoying a margarita or two. Jenn Brown 
trips the night fantastic in this wild Mexican resort with a bevy of Hawaiian Tropic beauties in 
town for the Bikini Pageant. 

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Salt Lake City - Zane Lamprey visits the SLC. He visits Utah’s oldest bar, dispels the myths 
about drinking in Utah, and learns the difference between vodka and whiskey.

Tuesday December 20, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Visions of France: Provence
Provence celebrates the timeless charms of one of the French countryside’s most popular 
travel destinations.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Second Time Around - Sam tries to help Frasier out of a severe depression by fixing him 
up with “a girl who can show him a good time.” After just one date with Candi, Frasier an-
nounces his plans to marry her immediately.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Dark Imaginings - A series of events makes Sam suddenly aware that he is getting older. 
When he’s admitted to the hospital for a problem he associates with the elderly, he begins to 
panic.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Cyborg - A sympathetic doctor releases a half-human, half-machine subject named Victor, 
who was being held captive and experimented on by LuthorCorp. Clark befriends Victor 
and promises to help him find his girlfriend, but Lex traps Victor and takes him back to 
LuthorCorp.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Hypnotic - Clark meets a beautiful seductress named Simone who uses a magical charm to 
make people succumb to her every wish. When the hypnotized Clark reveals his powers to 
Simone, she seizes the opportunity and orders Clark to kill Lex.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

The Witches of Gulfport - A deserted wooded clearing in Mississippi is the setting for a 
sacred ritual of Wicca. The leader, or high priest, of the group is Navy Chief Petty Officer Lane 
Merker. The followers are robed until Merker instructs them to disrobe. The naked Wiccan fol-
lowers’ are revealed to be, among others, Seaman Sandy Stortz and Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” 
MacKenzie.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Overdue and Presumed Lost - Flashback to 1941, 675 miles northwest of Hawaii. Forty feet 
below the surface of the Pacific Ocean the USS Dolphin is conducting a routine check for 
enemy ships when they encounter an entire Japanese fleet. Immediately they attempt to 
contact Pearl Harbor and warn them that the Japanese are headed straight towards them.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Visions of France: Provence

Provence celebrates the timeless charms of one of the French countryside’s most popular 
travel destinations.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:40 PM ET / 10:40 AM PT
Train Live in Chicago

The multi-platinum pop band Train performs some of their biggest hits, from “Drops of Jupi-
ter” and “Hey Soul Sister” to “Meet Virginia”, in front of a sold out crowd in Chicago.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

El Rey, Cancun - The Get Out! girls take speed boats through the Mangrove swamps and 
Arianna goes on a snorkel adventure.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

BAMMA 8 - From Nottingham, England, Jimi Manuwa faces Antony Rea in a light heavy-
weight bout and Jim Wallhead takes on Joey Villasenor.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Hell or HIgh Water - Michael, Whistler, and McGrady escape from Sona; but not everything 
goes according to plan, and the exchange is compromised.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

The Witches of Gulfport - A deserted wooded clearing in Mississippi is the setting for a 
sacred ritual of Wicca. The leader, or high priest, of the group is Navy Chief Petty Officer Lane 
Merker. The followers are robed until Merker instructs them to disrobe. The naked Wiccan fol-
lowers’ are revealed to be, among others, Seaman Sandy Stortz and Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” 
MacKenzie.
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7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Overdue and Presumed Lost - Flashback to 1941, 675 miles northwest of Hawaii. Forty feet 
below the surface of the Pacific Ocean the USS Dolphin is conducting a routine check for 
enemy ships when they encounter an entire Japanese fleet. Immediately they attempt to 
contact Pearl Harbor and warn them that the Japanese are headed straight towards them.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Dan Rather Reports
Best of Dan Rather Reports 2011 - From the Middle East to Main Street USA - a look back at 
some of our favorite stories from 2011.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

HDNet World Report
The Gift of Life; Viewfinder: Surviving the Peace: Preventing Loss of Limb and Life in Laos; A 
Cheyenne Christmas Story: Cy’s Big Heart - Decades after US warplanes that dumped their 
excess bombs over their country after missions to neighboring Vietnam, Laotians are being 
maimed or killed as they come across unexploded ordnance in their fields and rice paddies. 
Now, one aid organization is doing something about it. Then, remember Ralphie from A 
Christmas Story? His look-alike, Cy Magee, doesn’t want a Red Rider BB gun for Christmas. 
Instead, his humble venture to raise money to feed his adopted donkey has captured the 
hearts of his hometown.

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Paul Merton: In Europe
Spain - Paul decides it time to finish his European tour in style, in Spain, and he soon discov-
ers the country has much more to offer than just paella, sun, and sangria.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Best of Dan Rather Reports 2011 - From the Middle East to Main Street USA - a look back at 
some of our favorite stories from 2011.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
HDNet World Report

The Gift of Life; Viewfinder: Surviving the Peace: Preventing Loss of Limb and Life in Laos; A 
Cheyenne Christmas Story: Cy’s Big Heart - Decades after US warplanes that dumped their 
excess bombs over their country after missions to neighboring Vietnam, Laotians are being 
maimed or killed as they come across unexploded ordnance in their fields and rice paddies. 
Now, one aid organization is doing something about it. Then, remember Ralphie from A 
Christmas Story? His look-alike, Cy Magee, doesn’t want a Red Rider BB gun for Christmas. 
Instead, his humble venture to raise money to feed his adopted donkey has captured the 
hearts of his hometown.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In Europe

Spain - Paul decides it time to finish his European tour in style, in Spain, and he soon discov-
ers the country has much more to offer than just paella, sun, and sangria.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In Europe

France - Ever since his teachers forced him to learn metal work instead of French, Paul 
Merton has never really had the chance to learn about France...until now.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

I’m in Miami, Chick - Unrated - Cara and Brittany head to Miami for a speed boat tour as 
Romie shoots in the tall grasses.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Sexy Fighter Pilots - Katie Daryl hops a fighter plane and engages in an aerial dogfight! Top 
Guns, the adult flick, will be featured and a behind the scenes look at the swag mailed to 
Deadline!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Viewers Take Over - Unrated - Scranton viewer segment, Q&A, and other random fun.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Wildest Nights Ever - Girls Gone Wild® travels the country year ‘round to meet real college 
girls who can’t wait to get naked and go wild on camera. Now, get ready to watch the wildest 
footage ever as the cutest, sexiest girls in the country prove they’re willing to do anything to 
earn the title of “Hottest Girl in America.”

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Wild Side: Austin & Costa Rica - The hits just keep on coming. Art Mann is hanging with all 
the indie music types that Austin, Texas is known for, and jamming the night away along the 
non-stop party zone known as 6th Street. While Jenn enjoys a little “pura vida”, or pure life, 
way down in Costa Rica with a few of the Bikini Destinations swimsuit models. Get your kicks 
watching Art get his with the tough girls of Roller Derby.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Boise - Zane Lamprey visits B-Town. He has a 10-minute martini, visits a micro-distillery, and 
challenges Steve to a French fry eating contest in the back of a car.

Wednesday December 21, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Visions of France: The Riviera
The Riviera showcases the sun-splashed Mediterranean wonderland known as the 
C&oacute;te d’Azur.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Fear Is My Co-Pilot - When the pilot of a small airplane collapses while in flight, passengers 
Sam and Diane think they are about to die, and in their panic reveal their true feelings for 
each other.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Banditos - Diane is sinking into depression because she feels she is being excluded from the 
bar’s “clique,” so Frasier creates a plan to cheer her up. When she mistakenly believes it was 
Sam’s idea, her old feelings for him are rekindled.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Void - Still distraught over her breakup with Clark, Lana experiments with a dangerous serum 
that allows her to flatline and see her deceased parents again.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Fragile - Clark and Martha take in a little girl, Maddie, after her foster mother is brutally 
stabbed to death. However, after it is discovered that Maddie has the power to shatter glass, 
she becomes the prime suspect.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Real Deal SEAL - Lt. Rivers makes an unexpected appearance at a cocktail party being held 
in honor of Senator Candidate, Bill Layton. Rivers walks up to Layton at the party and starts 
shouting accusations at him calling him a coward, liar and imposter, Layton is outraged by 
Rivers actions and has him immediately thrown out of the party.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Body Talk - Flashback to 1989: a twenty-two year old Teresa Coulter makes her routine visit 
to her parents’ house, only this time things are different. She discovers the house in a state 
of disarray and she finds her mother, Ellen Chaddock, dead in the bedroom. 
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12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Visions of France: The Riviera

The Riviera showcases the sun-splashed Mediterranean wonderland known as the 
C&oacute;te d’Azur.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Alanis Morissette

Explosive and energetic, Alanis Morissette pulls in the audience with hints of hard rock, 
gentle folk, electronic beats, and free flowing Eastern melodies. Hits include “All I Really 
Want,” “Hands Clean,” “Thank U” and “Uninvited.”

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Matchbox Twenty

Truly a staple of modern rock, Matchbox Twenty has mastered the art of entertaining. Lead 
vocalist Rob Thomas commands the audience as he belts out soulful renditions of their 
catchy, relatable and often poignant classics, while the band provides a catchy pop rock 
backdrop.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Mar Caribe, Mexico - The Get Out! girls head out to sea in a luxurious yacht, then party it up 
back at the Villa.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

DREAM - Fight for Japan - Featuring the 2011 Bantamweight Japan Tournament quarter-
finals and semi-finals. Plus, Shinya Aoki and Joachim Hansen in action.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

The Art of the Deal - LJ and Whistler are finally exchanged, but more surprises abound; and 
T-Bag’s scheming finally pays off.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Real Deal SEAL - Lt. Rivers makes an unexpected appearance at a cocktail party being held 
in honor of Senator Candidate, Bill Layton. Rivers walks up to Layton at the party and starts 
shouting accusations at him calling him a coward, liar and imposter, Layton is outraged by 
Rivers actions and has him immediately thrown out of the party.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Body Talk - Flashback to 1989: a twenty-two year old Teresa Coulter makes her routine visit 
to her parents’ house, only this time things are different. She discovers the house in a state 
of disarray and she finds her mother, Ellen Chaddock, dead in the bedroom. 

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Drinking Made Easy
Cape Cod - Zane and Steve vacation on the maritime beaches of Cape Cod. They find a way 
to take lighthouses home, jump into some Goombay Smash, and turn a beer warehouse into 
an Olympic stadium.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down 
mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are 
doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Movie Night

Son in Law - Pauly Shore stars as Crawl, L.A.’s funkiest college student, who’s hilariously out 
of his element when he spends Thanksgiving at the family farm of a straitlaced college co-ed. 
Starring Pauly Shore, Carla Gugino, and Lane Smith. Directed by Steve Rash. (1993 - PG-13)

11:15 PM ET / 8:15 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Cape Cod - Zane and Steve vacation on the maritime beaches of Cape Cod. They find a way 
to take lighthouses home, jump into some Goombay Smash, and turn a beer warehouse into 
an Olympic stadium.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down 
mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are 
doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Movie Night

Son in Law - Pauly Shore stars as Crawl, L.A.’s funkiest college student, who’s hilariously out 
of his element when he spends Thanksgiving at the family farm of a straitlaced college co-ed. 
Starring Pauly Shore, Carla Gugino, and Lane Smith. Directed by Steve Rash. (1993 - PG-13)

2:45 AM ET / 11:45 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Key West, Florida - Unrated - The Get Out! girls head to a shark tour off the coast, then check 
out the bars in Key West.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Grab Bag - Variety and Deadline! are the spice of life. Tonight, everything from naked ladies 
to men dressed as bananas to corn cob pipes and Elvis.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Hard Cider Bike Ride - Unrated - The Appetite Enhancement Ride takes place every year 
on Thanksgiving morning. Hard cider plus fun loving cyclists equals good times.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Behind the Scenes - Girls Gone Wild® travels from campus to campus capturing the hottest 
college girls in America on camera, but the action behind the camera can be pretty wild, too! 
Get ready for an exclusive look behind the scenes as Girls Gone Wild® travels the country to 
meet the cutest, sexiest girls you’ve ever seen.
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Wild Side: Los Angeles, Lake Tahoe - The Wild Side’s hometown of Los Angeles is ground 
zero for this week’s pleasure cruise. Art Mann gets the backstage pass to the X-Games along 
with a couple of Playmates. They continue their antics by hitting all the crazy parties along 
the way. Then Jenn ramps it up by leaping out of a plane at 10,000 feet over pristine Lake 
Tahoe. Art at Moto-X “school” shows he’s a straight “F”.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Portland - Zane Lamprey visit’s Rose-City. He drinks at a converted elementary school, has 
an avocado margarita, and drinks in the city’s oldest restaurant.

Thursday December 22, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Visions of Germany: Bavaria
Bavaria takes flight in the bucolic countryside for a journey filled with royal intrigue, Alpine 
majesty, and charming villages where the past has a constant presence.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Strange Bedfellows (Part I) - Sam takes a sudden interest in politics when a lady he’s dating, 
Janet Eldridge, runs for city council. Diane decides to support Janet’s competitor because 
she fears that if Janet wins, she will also win Sam.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Strange Bedfellows (Part II) - Senator Gary Hart makes a cameo appearance at Cheers, while 
Sam’s relationship with Councilwoman Janet Eldridge heats up. Janet convinces Sam to fire 
Diane and break all ties with his past. Diane, however, beats him to the punch and quits.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Mercy - A hooded tormentor takes Lionel hostage and orchestrates a series of elaborate 
games that Lionel must win in order to stay alive.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Fade - While in Metropolis, Clark saves a stranger’s life who vows to repay him for his kind-
ness. Unfortunately, the man happens to be an assassin with the ability to cloak himself, and 
he decides that killing Lex would be the best gift he could give Clark.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Surface Warfare - A group of amphibious assault ships led by the USS Wake Island float 
several miles off the coast of Florida practicing a launching invasion. Captain Thurman Lyle, 
head of the Navy, and Colonel Howard Pergament, head of the Marines, exchange a few 
competitive words as they go ahead with the launch. Petty Officer Third Class Mike “Mikey” 
Roberts and his Fire Controlman, Seaman Harold Schofield, receive the green light to fire 
the extremely powerful CIWS gun releasing a hundred rounds a second out of the gun’s six 
barrels. 

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Legacy (Part 1 of 2) - Two Russian helicopter pilots, Sergeant Sergei Zhukov and Sergeant 
Dmitri Lakarenko, are flying over the Chechen countryside when Chechen rebels begin firing 
at them from the ground, a missile hits them and sends them down in a controlled crash 
landing.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Visions of Germany: Bavaria

Bavaria takes flight in the bucolic countryside for a journey filled with royal intrigue, Alpine 
majesty, and charming villages where the past has a constant presence.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:15 PM ET / 10:15 AM PT
Santana: Multi Dimensional Warrior: Live at The Fillmore

Carlos Santana’s unprecedented return to the legendary Fillmore in San Francisco, California, 
in 2008 is his fans’ greatest opportunity to see the enigmatic axe man in a rare and intimate 
setting, what many consider to be his greatest homecoming.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Photo Shoot Special - Lana Tailor and her friends take to the beaches for an all photo shoot 
special episode complete with all new girls and some sexy, revealing shots of some season 
regulars.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

BAMMA 8 - From Nottingham, England, Jimi Manuwa faces Antony Rea in a light heavy-
weight bout and Jim Wallhead takes on Joey Villasenor.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Scylla - Michael uncovers unbelievable news when he seeks revenge for Sara’s death; Mi-
chael and Lincoln receive an offer from Homeland Security that they cannot refuse; Mahone 
suffers a devastating loss; and T-Bag is deserted during his flight to freedom.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Surface Warfare - A group of amphibious assault ships led by the USS Wake Island float 
several miles off the coast of Florida practicing a launching invasion. Captain Thurman Lyle, 
head of the Navy, and Colonel Howard Pergament, head of the Marines, exchange a few 
competitive words as they go ahead with the launch. Petty Officer Third Class Mike “Mikey” 
Roberts and his Fire Controlman, Seaman Harold Schofield, receive the green light to fire 
the extremely powerful CIWS gun releasing a hundred rounds a second out of the gun’s six 
barrels. 

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Legacy (Part 1 of 2) - Two Russian helicopter pilots, Sergeant Sergei Zhukov and Sergeant 
Dmitri Lakarenko, are flying over the Chechen countryside when Chechen rebels begin firing 
at them from the ground, a missile hits them and sends them down in a controlled crash 
landing.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter
This week, Rob talks to Matt Damon about his new film We Bought A Zoo, as well as the 
hilarious comedian and actress Sandra Bernhard, One Life to Live soap Kassie Depaiva, and 
from Geek Charming, Matt Prokop and Sarah Hyland. Also, Stephen Lang from the Academy 
Award nominated film Avatar is here!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Cape Cod - Zane and Steve vacation on the maritime beaches of Cape Cod. They find a way 
to take lighthouses home, jump into some Goombay Smash, and turn a beer warehouse into 
an Olympic stadium.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!
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9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down 
mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are 
doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertainment.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Inside NHRA - Katie Daryl joins Kenny and Brandon Bernstein and works behind the scenes 
prepping for a NHRA race. Start your engines kids!

Premiere
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT

Get Out!
S’olivera, Ibiza - The Get Out! girls tour the island on mopeds and try their skills on go-karts 
while Natalia has a sensuous rocky photo shoot.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest 
bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find 
what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot 
bodies!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Unrated - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertain-
ment.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok’s charms and Jeremy’s relations with 
transvestites.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Inside NHRA - Katie Daryl joins Kenny and Brandon Bernstein and works behind the scenes 
prepping for a NHRA race. Start your engines kids!

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

S’olivera, Ibiza - The Get Out! girls tour the island on mopeds and try their skills on go-karts 
while Natalia has a sensuous rocky photo shoot.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest 
bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find 
what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot 
bodies!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Unrated - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertain-
ment.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok’s charms and Jeremy’s relations with 
transvestites.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Wild Side: Las Vegas, Alaska - Viva Las Vegas! Yep, that’s right Art Mann is back in Las Ve-
gas, and what brings him there? None other than Playboy’s Xtreme Team party at the Palms 
and a little one on one time with Uncle Kracker. Jenn Brown, on the other hand, is doing her 
best to cause a meltdown in the Great White North as she explores Alaska’s Wild Side.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Napa - Zane Lamprey heads to wine country. He makes fresh Limoncello, visits Rubicon 
Estates to meet with a Master Sommelier, and has a grape leaf eating contest with Steve.

Friday December 23, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Visions of Germany: Along the Rhine
Follow the lyrical path of the Rhine River through Germany’s southwestern region.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Strange Bedfellows (Part III) - After a humiliating press conference for Councilwoman Janet 
Eldridge, at which Sam physically threw Diane out the door, Janet demands that Sam make a 
definite commitment-and she’s talking about marriage.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Give Me a Ring Sometime - Bride-to-be Diane Chambers becomes the center of attention at 
a cozy bar called Cheers. At closing time, the handsome proprietor, Sam Malone, makes an 
offer she can’t refuse as she waits for her fiancé to return with his ex-wife’s ring.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Smallville

Oracle - Clark is stunned to see his father’s ghost at the graveyard but becomes even more 
confused when Jonathan tells him to kill Lionel.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Smallville

Vessel - Fine unleashes a virus that could kill millions of people and refuses to give Clark the 
vaccine unless he agrees to release the spirit of an imprisoned Kryptonian criminal.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Legacy (Part 2 of 2) - Sergei Zhukov and CDR. Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr., continue their 
conversation about their relationship to each other and how they are related. Harm is still 
suspicious about Sergei being his half brother, even though Sergei has pictures of their 
father, but Sergei proves it to him by retelling a story from Harm’s childhood that their father 
used to tell him. After hearing this story Harm realizes that he is telling the truth.
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11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Florida Straits - Captain Berroa is on his ship, the U.S.S. Dace, with Commander William 
“Willy” Crozier (XO) and the rest of his crew in the Caribbean Sea off the shores of Cuba 
in American territorial waters. As they come upon a debris field, they see what looks like a 
person in distress. Although the debris is in Cuban waters, they decide to investigate anyway. 
As the Dace enters the territory, a Cuban PTG boat starts heading their way with fire-control-
radar in high PRF track mode.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Visions of Germany: Along the Rhine

Follow the lyrical path of the Rhine River through Germany’s southwestern region.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos 
in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.

1:40 PM ET / 10:40 AM PT
Train Live in Chicago

The multi-platinum pop band Train performs some of their biggest hits, from “Drops of Jupi-
ter” and “Hey Soul Sister” to “Meet Virginia”, in front of a sold out crowd in Chicago.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Wailea, Hawaii - The Get Out! girls check into their villa on the Pacific and then head to the 
ocean for some paddle surfing. Also, Krystle smokes up the beach on a photo shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

Best of - It’s Showtime - the premiere Kickboxing promoter in Europe - presents key fights 
from shows in France, Poland, Netherlands and Spain.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Prison Break

Breaking and Entering - In order to get a copy of the Scylla card, the gang must break into 
the well-guarded home of Company man Tuxhorn; and T-Bag goes to extremes to survive.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Legacy (Part 2 of 2) - Sergei Zhukov and CDR. Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr., continue their 
conversation about their relationship to each other and how they are related. Harm is still 
suspicious about Sergei being his half brother, even though Sergei has pictures of their 
father, but Sergei proves it to him by retelling a story from Harm’s childhood that their father 
used to tell him. After hearing this story Harm realizes that he is telling the truth.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Florida Straits - Captain Berroa is on his ship, the U.S.S. Dace, with Commander William 
“Willy” Crozier (XO) and the rest of his crew in the Caribbean Sea off the shores of Cuba 
in American territorial waters. As they come upon a debris field, they see what looks like a 
person in distress. Although the debris is in Cuban waters, they decide to investigate anyway. 
As the Dace enters the territory, a Cuban PTG boat starts heading their way with fire-control-
radar in high PRF track mode.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC heavyweight Alistair Overeem previews his upcoming UFC 141 fight against Brock 
Lesnar. Plus, 2011 NCAA wrestling champion Anthony Robles discusses his success, despite 
being born with only one leg, with Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Also on the panel, UFC heavy-
weight Cheick Kongo and world renowned trainer Greg Jackson. Ron Kruck’s medical report 
on a brain injury study in Nevada.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
HDNet Fights

The Best of the Best - Superstars and legends. Controversies and carnage. Knockouts and 
nail-biters. Relive the most amazing MMA and K-1 fight action from the last three years on 
HDNet. Featuring Badr Hari, Minowaman, Shinya Aoki, Mike Zambidis, Marlon Sandro, Kid 
Yamamoto, and more!

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
The Super

You’re Gonna Feel the Wrath - The Super’s on the search for two months back rent from a 
group of recent college grads. But when they keep ignoring The Super’s offers to help, he has 
no choice but to call their mommy!

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC heavyweight Alistair Overeem previews his upcoming UFC 141 fight against Brock 
Lesnar. Plus, 2011 NCAA wrestling champion Anthony Robles discusses his success, despite 
being born with only one leg, with Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Also on the panel, UFC heavy-
weight Cheick Kongo and world renowned trainer Greg Jackson. Ron Kruck’s medical report 
on a brain injury study in Nevada.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

The Best of the Best - Superstars and legends. Controversies and carnage. Knockouts and 
nail-biters. Relive the most amazing MMA and K-1 fight action from the last three years on 
HDNet. Featuring Badr Hari, Minowaman, Shinya Aoki, Mike Zambidis, Marlon Sandro, Kid 
Yamamoto, and more!

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Inside MMA

UFC heavyweight Alistair Overeem previews his upcoming UFC 141 fight against Brock 
Lesnar. Plus, 2011 NCAA wrestling champion Anthony Robles discusses his success, despite 
being born with only one leg, with Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Also on the panel, UFC heavy-
weight Cheick Kongo and world renowned trainer Greg Jackson. Ron Kruck’s medical report 
on a brain injury study in Nevada.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
HDNet Fights

The Best of the Best - Superstars and legends. Controversies and carnage. Knockouts and 
nail-biters. Relive the most amazing MMA and K-1 fight action from the last three years on 
HDNet. Featuring Badr Hari, Minowaman, Shinya Aoki, Mike Zambidis, Marlon Sandro, Kid 
Yamamoto, and more!
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Saturday December 24, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Smart Travels Europe
Stockholm and Sweden - We cruise through Stockholm’s sun-dappled archipelago, stroll 
through the Karl Milles sculpture garden, and admire the world’s best-preserved 17th century 
warship, the Vasa. Then it’s off to the woodsy “Kingdom of Crystal” and the vacation island of 
Öland, an out-of-the-way charmer with timeless windmills, ancient ruins and glorious sand 
beaches.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Visions of Scotland

A thrilling tour of Scotland’s historic and picturesque destinations from the heather-clad hills 
of the Highlands to the low-lying borderlands.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Grizzly Bear Stakeout - Austin heads to Western Canada’s Great Bear Rainforest in search of 
a full-grown grizzly. And he’s not taking any chances: he’s timed his mission to coincide with 
the annual salmon run, which lures bears of all sizes out into the open for feeding.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

England’s Bath and York - Medieval York and Georgian Bath-easy side-trips from London-
pack an exciting pair of sightseeing punches. We’ll explore Roman hot springs, cruise quiet 
canals, marvel at England’s finest Gothic church, and get a surprising dose of Viking history 
as we enjoy England’s easy urban delights.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

North Wales: Feisty and Poetic - From towering Mount Snowdon, to evocative medieval 
castles, to sweeping Victorian promenades, North Wales is a poem written in landscape. 
We’ll climb a mountain aboard a steam train, learn some Welsh, follow a miner deep into a 
slate mine, herd sheep with a very clever dog, and work in a pop pilgrimage to the Beatles’ 
Liverpool.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Visions of Scotland

A thrilling tour of Scotland’s historic and picturesque destinations from the heather-clad hills 
of the Highlands to the low-lying borderlands.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Grizzly Bear Stakeout - Austin heads to Western Canada’s Great Bear Rainforest in search of 
a full-grown grizzly. And he’s not taking any chances: he’s timed his mission to coincide with 
the annual salmon run, which lures bears of all sizes out into the open for feeding.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
HDNet World Report

The Gift of Life; Viewfinder: Surviving the Peace: Preventing Loss of Limb and Life in Laos; A 
Cheyenne Christmas Story: Cy’s Big Heart - Decades after US warplanes that dumped their 
excess bombs over their country after missions to neighboring Vietnam, Laotians are being 
maimed or killed as they come across unexploded ordnance in their fields and rice paddies. 
Now, one aid organization is doing something about it. Then, remember Ralphie from A 
Christmas Story? His look-alike, Cy Magee, doesn’t want a Red Rider BB gun for Christmas. 
Instead, his humble venture to raise money to feed his adopted donkey has captured the 
hearts of his hometown.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Best of Dan Rather Reports 2011 - From the Middle East to Main Street USA - a look back at 
some of our favorite stories from 2011.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Last Chance to See

Northern White Rhino - Stephen and Mark see common Southern White Rhinos in Kenya 
and for Stephen, one gets too close for comfort. Stephen and Mark are hoping to see the 
incredibly rare Northern White Rhino in the Democratic Republic of Congo and leave Kenya to 
cross Uganda.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

This week, Rob talks to Matt Damon about his new film We Bought A Zoo, as well as the 
hilarious comedian and actress Sandra Bernhard, One Life to Live soap Kassie Depaiva, and 
from Geek Charming, Matt Prokop and Sarah Hyland. Also, Stephen Lang from the Academy 
Award nominated film Avatar is here!

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Cape Cod - Zane and Steve vacation on the maritime beaches of Cape Cod. They find a way 
to take lighthouses home, jump into some Goombay Smash, and turn a beer warehouse into 
an Olympic stadium.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down 
mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are 
doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

North Wales: Feisty and Poetic - From towering Mount Snowdon, to evocative medieval 
castles, to sweeping Victorian promenades, North Wales is a poem written in landscape. 
We’ll climb a mountain aboard a steam train, learn some Welsh, follow a miner deep into a 
slate mine, herd sheep with a very clever dog, and work in a pop pilgrimage to the Beatles’ 
Liverpool.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Last Chance to See

Northern White Rhino - Stephen and Mark see common Southern White Rhinos in Kenya 
and for Stephen, one gets too close for comfort. Stephen and Mark are hoping to see the 
incredibly rare Northern White Rhino in the Democratic Republic of Congo and leave Kenya to 
cross Uganda.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In Europe

Spain - Paul decides it time to finish his European tour in style, in Spain, and he soon discov-
ers the country has much more to offer than just paella, sun, and sangria.
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8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

This week, Rob talks to Matt Damon about his new film We Bought A Zoo, as well as the 
hilarious comedian and actress Sandra Bernhard, One Life to Live soap Kassie Depaiva, and 
from Geek Charming, Matt Prokop and Sarah Hyland. Also, Stephen Lang from the Academy 
Award nominated film Avatar is here!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Cape Cod - Zane and Steve vacation on the maritime beaches of Cape Cod. They find a way 
to take lighthouses home, jump into some Goombay Smash, and turn a beer warehouse into 
an Olympic stadium.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in TheSuper’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down 
mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are 
doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertainment.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly 
Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel 
turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Inside NHRA - Katie Daryl joins Kenny and Brandon Bernstein and works behind the scenes 
prepping for a NHRA race. Start your engines kids!

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Get Out!

S’olivera, Ibiza - The Get Out! girls tour the island on mopeds and try their skills on go-karts 
while Natalia has a sensuous rocky photo shoot.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest 
bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find 
what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot 
bodies!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Unrated - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertain-
ment.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok’s charms and Jeremy’s relations with 
transvestites.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Inside NHRA - Katie Daryl joins Kenny and Brandon Bernstein and works behind the scenes 
prepping for a NHRA race. Start your engines kids!

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

S’olivera, Ibiza - The Get Out! girls tour the island on mopeds and try their skills on go-karts 
while Natalia has a sensuous rocky photo shoot.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest 
bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find 
what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot 
bodies!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Porn Special - Unrated - Put the kids to bed and learn about the world of adult entertain-
ment.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok’s charms and Jeremy’s relations with 
transvestites.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Wild Side: San Diego/Moscow - San Diego is L.A.’s ugly little sister no more, she’s all grown 
up and ready for the Wild Side. Art Mann gets bleary eyed checking out the thriving nightlife 
into the wee morning hours. And in Russia, where the heavy hand of communist oppression 
is long gone, Jenn and the Bikini Destination models chill out in Moscow “on the rocks”, you 
might say. The Muscovites are definitely reveling in their new found freedoms.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

San Francisco - Zane Lamprey visits the City by the Bay. He meets with Fritz Maytag, who 
lead the craft beer revolution, drinks Fernet Branca upside down, and drinks on a mobile 
island.

Sunday December 25, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Smart Travels Europe
Oslo and Norway - In Oslo, we see testaments to maritime prowess in Viking Ships and the 
celebrated Kon Tiki raft. We “Scream” with painter Edvard Munch before heading south to 
the glorious vistas of Telemark country and a boisterous celebration of Norwegian village life, 
complete with traditional costumes, dancing and potato pancakes. Next it’s a boat cruise 
through the impossibly beautiful scenery of the fjords. And we end up in Bergen, Norway’s 
best-preserved medieval city.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Tokyo - Arguably the style capital of Asia, Tokyo is a city caught in a paradox of the old, the 
new, and quite often, the eccentric. The result is a style and creativity beyond anywhere else 
in the world.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

The Reborn Gems - From the impressive Dome Hill of Tallinn via thousands of Estonian 
islands adorning the bay of Riga to the Latvian capital, where Rem Koolhaas forms a new city 
skyline.
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8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Edinburgh - Edinburgh is the historical and cultural heart of Scotland. We’ll explore the castle, 
peek at the new parliament, dabble in the local literature, sip a little Scotch, get wrapped up 
in a kilt, and then stow away on Her Majesty’s Yacht Britannia. 

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Naples and Pompeii - Naples is Italy in the extreme. We’ll prowl backstreet fish markets, 
dodge fast-moving Vespas, and dine on pizza where it was invented. We’ll climb to the top of 
nearby Mount Vesuvius, then wander through the amazing ruins of Pompeii, the Roman town 
it destroyed. 

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Tokyo - Arguably the style capital of Asia, Tokyo is a city caught in a paradox of the old, the 
new, and quite often, the eccentric. The result is a style and creativity beyond anywhere else 
in the world.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

The Reborn Gems - From the impressive Dome Hill of Tallinn via thousands of Estonian 
islands adorning the bay of Riga to the Latvian capital, where Rem Koolhaas forms a new city 
skyline.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Edinburgh - Edinburgh is the historical and cultural heart of Scotland. We’ll explore the castle, 
peek at the new parliament, dabble in the local literature, sip a little Scotch, get wrapped up 
in a kilt, and then stow away on Her Majesty’s Yacht Britannia. 

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Naples and Pompeii - Naples is Italy in the extreme. We’ll prowl backstreet fish markets, 
dodge fast-moving Vespas, and dine on pizza where it was invented. We’ll climb to the top of 
nearby Mount Vesuvius, then wander through the amazing ruins of Pompeii, the Roman town 
it destroyed. 

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Paul Merton: In Europe

Spain - Paul decides it time to finish his European tour in style, in Spain, and he soon discov-
ers the country has much more to offer than just paella, sun, and sangria.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

This week, Rob talks to Matt Damon about his new film We Bought A Zoo, as well as the 
hilarious comedian and actress Sandra Bernhard, One Life to Live soap Kassie Depaiva, and 
from Geek Charming, Matt Prokop and Sarah Hyland. Also, Stephen Lang from the Academy 
Award nominated film Avatar is here!

Premiere
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT

Honky Tonk TV: Your Country
This is week we’re in the town of Christmas, FL. We follow Toby Keith’s label mates Carter’s 
Chord in their home town of Franklin, TN. Check out Jason Aldean, Brad Paisley and Edens 
Edge. Plus, we’ve got the awesome Larkin Poe in the studios.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

2:55 PM ET / 11:55 AM PT
LIZA’S AT THE PALACE....

Liza Minnelli’s Tony Award-winning concert, LIZA’S AT THE PALACE.... was recorded at the 
MGM Grand in Las Vegas. The program features a special tribute to her godmother, Kay 
Thompson, as Liza recreates Thompson’s exciting 1948 nightclub act, which featured the 
Williams Brothers. The concert ends with “New York, New York,” Liza’s signature song, written 
for her in 1977 for the Martin Scorsese film.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
A Rocky Mountain High Concert Celebration of John Denver

A heartfelt tribute of the man, the myth, and the music at the First Bank Center in Broomfield, 
Colorado. Hosted by Olivia Newton John with performances by The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, 
John Oates, Lee Ann Womack, the Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra and many more.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Streisand Live in Concert

In October 2006, Barbra Streisand embarked on her first tour in North America in over a 
decade. Singing many of her most popular hits, as well as lesser known selections from 
her illustrious catalog, LIVE IN CONCERT 2006 is a reminder of why Barbra Streisand is 
considered the greatest female artist of our time. Also features special guest appearance by 
multi-platinum recording artist Il Divo.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Faith Hill -  Joy to the World
In this spectacular Christmas concert at the Sears Centre Arena, Faith Hill performs holiday 
favorites from her Christmas album, Joy to the World. Backed by an orchestra led by 
esteemed conductor David Campbell, expect booming orchestral arrangements and swinging 
big-band versions of “Santa Claus is Coming to Town”, “Holly, Jolly Christmas,” and “O Come 
All Ye Faithful”.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

Michael McDonald - This Christmas
Michael McDonald combines yuletide favorites such as “White Christmas” and the more 
modern Stevie Wonder Motown classic, “What Christmas Means to Me”, with a few of his 
signature hits like “I Keep Forgettin,” “It Keeps You Runnin’”, and “Takin’ It To the Streets” for 
a perfect blend of holiday cheer.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
HD Rock Live

Melissa Etheridge - “A New Thought For Christmas” - This inspiring holiday concert special 
features newly composed songs such as “Ring The Bells,” “Light A Light,” and “It’s Christmas 
Time” interspersed with traditional holiday standards such as “Have Yourself A Merry Little 
Christmas” and “Blue Christmas.” This special, along with her new holiday album of the same 
title, begs the question, “If we’re all talking about peace on earth, what if we all concentrated 
and made it happen?” 

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Kenny G: An Evening of Rhythm and Romance

Songwriter, musician, performer and Grammy Award winning saxophone legend performs his 
classics, including “Songbird”, “Havana” and “G-Bop” as well as covers of Louis Armstrong’s 
“What a Wonderful World” and “You’re Beautiful” by James Blunt. Playing with his band, 
under the stars at the beautiful Humphrey’s by the Bay in San Diego, California. Don’t miss 
an evening of the smooth sounds of Kenny G live in concert, only on HDNet.

1:35 AM ET / 10:35 PM PT
Faith Hill -  Joy to the World

In this spectacular Christmas concert at the Sears Centre Arena, Faith Hill performs holiday 
favorites from her Christmas album, Joy to the World. Backed by an orchestra led by 
esteemed conductor David Campbell, expect booming orchestral arrangements and swinging 
big-band versions of “Santa Claus is Coming to Town”, “Holly, Jolly Christmas,” and “O Come 
All Ye Faithful”.
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2:35 AM ET / 11:35 PM PT
Michael McDonald - This Christmas

Michael McDonald combines yuletide favorites such as “White Christmas” and the more 
modern Stevie Wonder Motown classic, “What Christmas Means to Me”, with a few of his 
signature hits like “I Keep Forgettin,” “It Keeps You Runnin’”, and “Takin’ It To the Streets” for 
a perfect blend of holiday cheer.

3:35 AM ET / 12:35 AM PT
HD Rock Live

Melissa Etheridge - “A New Thought For Christmas” - This inspiring holiday concert special 
features newly composed songs such as “Ring The Bells,” “Light A Light,” and “It’s Christmas 
Time” interspersed with traditional holiday standards such as “Have Yourself A Merry Little 
Christmas” and “Blue Christmas.” This special, along with her new holiday album of the same 
title, begs the question, “If we’re all talking about peace on earth, what if we all concentrated 
and made it happen?” 

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Faith Hill -  Joy to the World

In this spectacular Christmas concert at the Sears Centre Arena, Faith Hill performs holiday 
favorites from her Christmas album, Joy to the World. Backed by an orchestra led by 
esteemed conductor David Campbell, expect booming orchestral arrangements and swinging 
big-band versions of “Santa Claus is Coming to Town”, “Holly, Jolly Christmas,” and “O Come 
All Ye Faithful”.


